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sources of ionizing radiation, such as x-ray equipment, at nuclear power plants and other environments in 
which employees encounter sources of ionizing radiation. 
      The system is based on Polimaster PM1610/A, PM1621/A, and PM1603/04/A/B electronic personal 
dosimeters and can be used alone or in tandem with any other personnel exposure monitoring system. 
It provides precise and detailed logging and management of key data—including personal dose, dose rate, 
and time—and uploads it to the single corporate database. Adjustable thresholds may be set to comply 
with international and/or corporate occupational dose limits.     

Polimaster's Dose Tracking System provides acute dose information for personnel and operators working with 

Enter up to 1,000 users in the system
Use a USB or wireless RF reader
Gain access from any authorized computer on the LAN or remotely using VPN
Export reports to file

Manage individual and group exposure data

Personal Dose Tracker

users). As long as an instrument is registered in the system and assigned to a user, it is not necessary to deploy 
the same dosimeter with the same user each time. Individual users wear the dosimeter all the time while they 
are working with the X-ray scanning equipment. Typically, users are obligated to wear the dosimeter near the 
chest during the entire shift. At the end of each shift the operator gathers all instruments and registers the dose 
accumulated by each user in the database. It is assumed that group users are exposed to gamma and X-ray 
radiation only when they are scanned by X-ray security equipment. In such cases, the acute dose for the group 
user could be registered in the database after each scan or after each shift, given that the instrument stays with 
the group during entire shift. 
It is necessary to periodically charge the instrument batteries using the group charger (on average once in 
every 2 weeks).

At the beginning of each shift (work day) the operator distributes dosimeters to users (both individual and group 

with a dosimeter. If, for example, there are three shifts of personnel who work in a controlled area, and every shift 
consists of 10 specialists, there is no need to use 30 personal dosimeters. Using only 10, you can keep accurate 
dose tracking by distributing the devices at the beginning of each shift and collecting them at the end.

One advantage of using the Polimaster Dose Tracking System is that it is not necessary to equip every individual 



   
Personal Exposure Dose Accounting and Control System on 

Polimaster Personal Dosimeters

Includes up to 1000 users

Charges instrument battery 
when attached via mini USB

User registration  

Software enables reading out history,
assigning/collecting instruments, and setting parameters

Program interface
“Radiation Dose Tracker”

SW

Hazardous environment  

Please adjust settings to comply with organizational and national guidelines and requirements.
NOTE:  The following typical operation procedures are offered only as a recommendation. 

Continuous and Pulse X-ray and 
Gamma Radiation Personal 

Dosimeter PM1610

-  Configure each instrument;
-  Generate a database of the connected instruments (up to 100 units);
-  Generate a user database (up to 100 users);
-  Create user groups (administrator, operator, file user);
-  Set the access level and customize threshold levels by user role;
-  Set the access level and customize threshold levels for each individual user;
-  Edit each user group and/or individual user;
-  Maintain a comprehensive information system based on data logged from individual instruments;
-  Generate reports in text and graphic form based on user groups or individual user data.
             Personal Dose Tracker software allows users to customize the architecture of the system used to 
monitor personnel radiation exposure. The complexity of this architecture is defined by the specific needs 
and requirements of the user's organization and its protocols.

-  Log each instrument and store user data;

Personal Dose Tracker software enables users to:
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We provide a complete line of solutions in radiation control equipment, including:

world-class radiation detection portal monitors, unique dosimeters, portable

radiation detectors, personal radiation detectors (PRDs), hand-held and built-in

detectors and radionuclide identifiers.

Polimaster Inc., headquartered in Arlington, VA, is distributor of Polimaster

products in North and South America.

The quality of Polimaster equipment is affirmed by numerous tests conducted by

the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Energy and

also by international organizations, including the International Atomic Energy

Agency, the Illicit Trafficking and Radiation Assessment Program (ITRAP), the

World Trade Organization, and Interpol.

Polimaster products are used by federal, state, and local law enforcement

agencies in the United States and by multiple government agencies in Latin

America, including Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico.


